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Phase diagram of the phenomenon of motility induced phase separation (MIPS) for a collection of self-
propelled interacting disks is explored using Langevin dynamics simulation with particular emphasis on disk
wall softness and the range of interaction amongst disks. We bring out important changes in the MIPS phase
diagram both due to softness and inertia of the disks. Specifically, we show that overdamped softer disks phase
separate while MIPS becomes possible only for harder disks in the inertial limit. Unlike most of the earlier
studies on MIPS which consider hard-core disks, our findings may be directly applicable to soft active matter
for a range of biological systems.

Motility induced phase separation (MIPS) is one of the fun-
damental properties of self-propelled or active particles due
to their persistent motion[1, 2]. Fundamental criteria behind
MIPS is the blockage of free propulsion during collision. Un-
like passive particles, due to their persistent motion, two self-
propelled particles tend to remain together upon collision, un-
til the self-propulsion direction of one of the particle turns
away from the other due to inherent fluctuation. Above a min-
imum value of particle density and persistence time, MIPS
is observed in several experimental systems[3–5] as well as
in numerical simulation[1, 6–8]. In some recent studies, the
complete phase diagram in the density-persistence space for
two dimensional self-propelled disks have been obtained in
numerical simulation[7, 9, 10]. Properties of the different
phases have been studied to some extent[6, 11]. In some
recent work, various types of alignment mechanism of the
motile particles on MIPS have been studied[12, 13]. Some
of the alignment mechanism favor MIPS[14–16], the others
suppress MIPS[17, 18].

Most of the studies, so far, have considered the overdamped
limit of the self-propelled particles. Inertia brings in impor-
tant differences not only in the dynamical properties, but also
in the structural and steady state properties such as active tem-
perature and pressure[19–23]. A recent numerical study[24]
of inertial self-propelled disks on MIPS found that MIPS van-
ishes at large inertia. Moreover, unlike the overdamped self-
propelled disks, where the low and high density phases pos-
sess the same temperature, different temperature was obtained
in the two distinct phases in the inertial limit. The low density
phase remains at the higher temperature and the high density
phase acquires a low temperature.

Despite the important role of inter-particle interaction, most
of the studies of MIPS focus on either excluded volume in-
teraction or sufficiently hard-core and short ranged repulsion,
e.g., Weeks-Chandler-Andersen (WCA)[12] type interaction,
at the walls of the self-propelled particles. Redner et at.[25]
demonstrated that a small attractive component in the inter-
action potential modify the phases of the self-propelled disks,
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from active gel-like state to motility induced clusters. Yan et
al.[26] demonstrated various collective states by changing the
inter-particle interactions between the Janus spheres. There
are numerous examples of biological active matter ranging
from sub-cellular elements to tissues[27], whose walls are suf-
ficiently soft. Hence, the interaction potential, which mod-
els those soft active materials, should have much softer re-
pulsion at the boundary of the particles compared to WCA
type potential. Furthermore, several propulsion mechanism
produces the inter-particle interaction ranging several particle
diameters[26, 28].

In this study, we incorporate finite size self-propelled disks
in two dimensions, interacting with the other disks through
modified Yukawa potential (see Fig. 1 and the corresponding
expression given below). Choice of our interaction potential
enable us to control the softness or the stiffness at the walls of
the disks and the range of the interaction by tuning the stiff-
ness and the strength parameters of the interaction potential.
Hence, we are able to study interacting self-propelled disks,
from much softer to a sufficiently stiffer ones. Moreover, we
have the control over the range of the interaction, from a short
range to relatively long range one. Furthermore, we have con-
sidered finite inertia of the self-propelled disks. Controlling
the inertial parameter, we are able to move from a low iner-
tia to sufficiently large inertial domain. We demonstrate that
softness of the interaction and the inertia modify the phase
diagram of our system in several important ways.

We perform the Langevin dynamics simulation of N self-
propelled inertial disks (SPIDs) of uniform mass m, moment
of inertia I, and diameter σ . Due to their inherent motility,
a self-propulsion direction nnni = (cosθi,sinθi) is associated to
each disk. Dynamics of the center of mass velocities and the
orientations {vi,θi} are governed by N translational and rota-
tional Langevin equations,

mv̇i + γvi = Fi +Fa
i +

√
2γ2Dξξξ i, (1)

Iθ̈i + γrθ̇i =
√

2γ2
r Drζi, (2)

respectively. The suffix r denotes rotational parameters. γ , γr
are dissipation coefficients. We assume diffusion coefficients,
D and Dr, obey fluctuation-dissipation relation, and they are
coupled as D = σ2Dr[29]. ξξξ i and ζi are the white Gaussian
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noises. The disks self-propel with a constant propulsion speed
v0 along the propulsion direction nnni(t). The associated self-
propulsion force is Fa

i (t) = γv0nnni(t). A disk interacts with
the other disks with purely repulsive pairwise force (Fi j) such
that the total conservative potential energy of the system is

U = ∑
i< j

V0
e−(ri j−σ)/λ

ri j
. By adjusting the interaction parame-

ters λ and V0, the softness and the range of interaction of the
SPIDs is varied (see Fig. 1). We consider σ , 1/Dr, and the
background thermal energy kBT as the unit of normalization
for length, time, and energy, respectively. N normalized dy-
namical equations for the self-propelled inertial disks are:

Mv̇i +vi =−∇∇∇iΓ ∑
i< j

e−κ(ri j−1)

ri j
+Peni +

√
2ξξξ i, (3)

Jθ̈i + θ̇i =
√

2ζi. (4)

∇∇∇i is the gradient operator at the location of the i’th particle rrri.
Inertial parameter M = m/γ

1/Dr
is the ratio of inertial time scale

(m/γ) to the persistence time scale (τp = 1/Dr). Rotational
inertial parameter J = I/γr

1/Dr
is the ratio of rotational inertial

time scale (I/γr) to the persistence time scale. Peclet num-
ber Pe = v0τp/σ is the ratio of persistence length (lp = v0τp)
to the the diameter of the self-propelled disks. Reduced in-
teraction parameters are Γ = V0/σ

kBT , κ = σ/λ . All subsequent
results are provided in the reduced units.

We plot the interaction potential for Γ = 25 in Fig. 1(a),
and κ = 14 in Fig. 1(b) with the solid lines. For comparison,
WCA interaction with unit strength is plotted with the dashed
lines. The softness of the interaction matches to that of WCA
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Figure 1. Plot of pairwise interaction (U(ri j)) for (a) Γ = 25.0 and
several values of κ , (b) κ = 14.0 and several values of Γ, shown in
the legend. WCA potential[12, 24] with unit strength is shown by
the dashed lines.

interaction softness for κ ≈ 18. For relatively low values of
κ , the disks become soft. We call κ as the softness or the
stiffness parameter. Moreover, with decreasing κ , the range
of interaction increases. For a fixed stiffness, the strength of
the potential Γ dictates the effective size of the disks.

We consider N = 48400 SPIDs in a two-dimensional rect-
angular simulation box of dimensional ratio Lx/Ly = 2/

√
3

and perform Langevin dynamics simulation with the upgraded
GPU based Molecular Dynamics solver MPMD[20]. Pack-
ing fraction, φ = Nπ/4LxLy, and Peclet number are fixed at

φ = 0.5 and Pe = 75, respectively, unless, otherwise, speci-
fied. We have checked that the considered values of φ and Pe
are sufficient to produce MIPS in the overdamped limit and
for sufficiently stiff interaction parameter (κ), tending towards
WCA interaction[24]. We consider doubly periodic boundary
conditions. Interaction cut-off is set at rc = 8. Integration time
step is fixed at ∆t = 10−4, which gives good energy conserva-
tion in the steady state for the whole parameter space that we
have considered.

In Fig. 2, we plot the phase diagram of our system of iner-
tial SPIDs in the κ−Γ space. The rotational inertial parameter
J is fixed at J = 0.01. M is varied from M = 0.05 (Fig. 3(a)) to
M = 0.005 (Fig. 3(b)) through M = 0.01 (Fig. 3(c)) from left
to right. Blue and magenta dots indicate the homogeneous and
phase separated states, respectively. We observe a parabola
shaped phase boundary separating the MIPS and homoge-
neous regions over an order of magnitude variation in M. We
measure the phase separation from the two distinct peaks in
the area fraction distribution across the mean value, which is
fixed at φ = 0.5. In Fig. 3(a), we plot the distribution of local
area fraction for Γ = 25, and several values of κ , shown in the
legend for M = 0.05, J = 0.01. The single peaked distribution
around φ = 0.5 becomes doubly peaked for κ ≥ 12. Unlike
passive disks, the distribution is stretched along the φ axis due
to self-propulsion of the disks (not shown). Self-propulsion
makes the disks explore the extreme density ranges, overcom-
ing the effective size (see Fig. 5(a)) set by the interaction po-
tential. In Figs. 3(b), (c), we plot the configuration of the sys-
tem in the homogeneous and the phase separated phases at
κ = 6 and κ = 16, respectively, corresponding to Fig. 3(a).
The color bars denote the local orientational order[30, 31] of
the disks, given by

q6(i) =
1
6

6

∑
j=1

ei6θi j . (5)

θi j is the angle between the i and j disks with respect to some
arbitrary fixed axis. The ordered region in Fig. 3(c), which
corresponds to the high density peak in the local density dis-
tribution, is surrounded by low density disordered region. The
homogeneous phase in Fig. 3(b) has no order. Near the phase
boundary, in the homogeneous side of the phase diagram, we
observe few relatively high density scattered regions, which
do not grow in the simulation time to produce two distinct
peaks in the distribution of local area fraction (not shown).
Rather, those regions vanish and emerge at some other loca-
tion with time, and maintain an overall dynamic homogeneous
phase. We plot the distribution of the local area fraction for
J = 0.0001 and J = 0.1 by the solid and dashed lines, re-
spectively, in Fig. 4. Three different values of Γ are shown
in the legend. The other parameter values are M = 0.05 and
κ = 12. The dashed lines for J = 0.1 are shifted along the φ

axis for better visibility. Finite relaxation time of rotational
fluctuations of self-propulsion direction associated with the
sufficiently large values of J increases the persistence of the
disks. Higher persistence helps in MIPS. Hence, the peaks are
more prominent for J = 0.1. For the remainder of the work,
we fix the value of J at J = 0.01. In this work we do not study
the effect of J further.
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Figure 2. Phase diagram in the κ −Γ space for (a) M = 0.05, (b) M = 0.01, and (c) M = 0.005. The value of J is fixed at J = 0.01. The
magenta and blue dots denote the MIPS and homogeneous phases, respectively.
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Figure 3. (a) Distribution of local area fraction for various values of κ , shown in the legend, and fixed Γ = 25. Configuration plots of the
homogeneous (b), and phase separated (c) systems, corresponding to κ = 6 (soft) and κ = 16 (stiff), respectively, of (a). Local orientational
order at the location of the disks are shown in the color bars (see the main text for the definition of q6(i)). The inertial parameter values are
fixed at M = 0.05, and J = 0.01.

As M is reduced, the phase boundary moves towards the
left along the κ axis (see Fig. 2). Hence, in the non-inertial
or overdamped limit (M→ 0), relatively softer self-propelled
disks phase separate into high density motility induced clus-
ters and a low density phase. At moderate inertia, sufficiently
stiffer disks phase separate into MIPS and low density phases;
softer disks do not phase separate. At large inertia, M ≥ 0.1,
we do not observe any phase separation in the κ −Γ plane,
and the system remains homogeneous. For a fixed κ , with in-
crease in Γ, the system re-enters the homogeneous phase. In
the remainder of the work we investigate the reason behind
the above observations.

Sufficiently large density, persistence, and repulsion at the
surface of the self-propelled particles are the key ingredients
for MIPS. During the collision of two disks, surface interac-
tion of the two disks provide repulsion to block the free move-
ment. Unlike passive disks, due to persistent self-propulsion,
two colliding disks form local cluster, hence, provide local
nucleation site for cluster growth. Within a persistence time
(τp = 1/Dr), if other particles collide with the two-particle-
cluster, the cluster grows. For a sufficiently large cluster, disks
at the boundary move out of the cluster, when the rotational
fluctuations take the self-propulsion direction away form the
cluster. A dynamical equilibrium constraint the size of the
cluster depending upon the density and the persistence of the

disks. During the cluster growth phase, many such clusters
are found to merge into a high density cluster, through several
mechanism, and the result is a complete phase separation of
high density cluster and a low density phase, known as MIPS
in literature[1].

In the overdamped limit, due to negligible inertia, the mo-
mentum relaxation time scale (m/γ) becomes very short. Con-
sequently, the velocity of the particles quickly relaxes towards
the self-propulsion direction. Also, the speed or the kinetic
energy of the disks is small. On the other hand, in the inertial
limit, finite momentum relaxation time sets a natural time de-
lay to the velocity relaxation along the self-propulsion direc-
tion. The kinetic energy of the inertial disks are much higher
compared to the non-inertial counterpart. Hence, when two
disks with large value of inertial parameter M collide, they
bounces back and forth, and take finite time before they slow
down sufficiently to facilitate motility induced cluster forma-
tion. At large inertia, when the momentum relaxation time
scale is comparable to the persistence time scale, nucleation
sites with two disks form rarely. Hence, we do not observe
MIPS at large M (e.g., M≥ 0.1) (not shown). However, due to
short relaxation time, instead of bouncing back, disks with low
value of M slow down quickly. Stiffer walls at large κ provide
necessary blockage on the free movement of the disks, with-
out any significant deformation in the shape of the disks dur-
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Figure 4. Distribution of local area fraction for J = 0.0001 (solid
lines) and J = 0.1 (dashed lines) for three different values of Γ,
shown in the legend. Inertial and softness parameters are fixed at
M = 0.05, and κ = 12, respectively. Dashed lines are shifted along
the φ axis by 1.5 units, for better visibility.

ing collision. Softer disks at small κ deform more. Head-on
collision of two soft inertial disks still hinder the propulsion
of each other. However, when two soft inertial disks approach
each other with a large impact parameter (0� b < σ/2, see
Fig. 5, where we draw a diagram, depicting collision process
of two soft SPIDs with large and small M), due to large kinetic
energy and small stiffness, the shape of the two disks deform,
and move apart with minor change in the self-propulsion di-
rections, without forming local two-particle-cluster. Hence,
at relatively large inertia M = 0.05, we do not observe phase
separation for relatively softer inertial disks in the intermedi-
ate Γ range (e.g., 6 . κ < 12, 10 . Γ . 100). However, in
the small inertial limit, due to low kinetic energy of the disks,
softer disks can still provide sufficient repulsion to the col-
liding disks with large impact parameter (0� b < σ/2) (see
Fig. 5). Hence, MIPS is observed for sufficiently softer disks
in the intermediate Γ range (e.g, κ ' 8, 10 ≤ Γ ≤ 250) with
low inertial value, M = 0.005.

Deep inside the homogeneous region of the phase diagram
of our system of inertial self-propelled disks, we plot the ra-
dial distribution function in Fig. 6(a) and the diffusion coef-
ficient with time in Fig. 6(b) for various values of Γ, shown
in the legend of RDF plot. The solid lines denote the self-
propelled disks with Pe = 75, and the dashed lines denote the
passive disks at Pe = 0[32]. For better visibility, the dashed
lines in Fig. 6(a) are shifted by 12.5 units along the y-axis.
Inertial parameter is fixed at M = 0.05, and the stiffness pa-
rameter is fixed at κ = 8. The other parameter values are con-
sidered as before. The values of the diffusion coefficient are
orders of magnitude lower for the passive disks, compared to
their self-propulsive counterpart. Moreover, the diffusion co-
efficient decreases (beyond the ballistic region) with time for
Γ≥ 25 for the passive disks. The first peak of the radial distri-
bution function of passive disks for Γ = 1 is at r ≈ 1, and the

t1

b

bb

Large M Small M

t2

Figure 5. Diagram depicting the collision process of two soft SPIDs
with large (left column) and small (right column) value of inertial
parameter. Due to the high kinetic energy, when two soft inertial
disks (left column) with large impact parameter b collide, the shape
is deformed and they move apart with minor change in the propulsion
directions. However, when two soft disks with small inertial value
M collide with a large impact parameter b, the shape is deformed
but they stay together, due to their low kinetic energy, during their
persistence time. Hence, provide local nucleation sites for cluster
formation.

location of the first peak increases with increasing Γ. The sec-
ond peak of the radial distribution of the passive disks starts
to split into two at Γ = 25. Furthermore, at low stiffness with
increasing Γ, the interaction becomes increasingly longer in
range (see Fig. 1). Hence, the system of passive disks trans-
forms from a homogeneous liquid at low Γ to an ordered struc-
ture at large Γ, as observed earlier. On the other hand, the
system of self-propelled disks remain diffusive for all consid-
ered values of Γ. Due to the persistence of the self-propulsive
disks, the location of the first peak is at a distance much less
than the diameter of the disks for Γ = 1. The location of the
first peak increases with Γ, and nearly equals to that of the
passive disks at Γ = 500. The second peak at Γ = 500 for the
self-propelled disks breaks into two. Moreover, there is a den-
sity constraint. Hence, at large Γ, the system of self-propelled
disks forms homogeneous ordered state. But, unlike passive
disks, the ordered system of self-propelled disks at large Γ are
diffusive. At larger κ , the RDF peaks of the self-propelled
disks gradually become more prominent (not shown). The lo-
cation of the first peak at small values of Γ is at r < 1 (not
shown). Therefore, the size of the two-body-clusters are so
small that the other disks do not see them because of the con-
straint of density in the persistence time scale. Hence, the
two-body-clusters do not grow much and we do not observe
any phase separation at small Γ (e.g., at the location of κ = 12,
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Figure 6. Plot of radial distribution function (a), and diffusion co-
efficient with time (b) for various values of Γ shown in the legend of
(a). Solid lines denote the self-propelled disks with P = 75, and the
dashed lines denote the passive disks at P = 0[32]. For better visibil-
ity, the dashed lines in (a) are shifted along y-axis by 12.5 units. The
values of M and κ are 0.05 and 8, respectively.

Γ ≤ 10, for M = 0.05 in Fig. 2(a)). At large values of Γ, the
effective diameter of the self-propelled disks (we denote the
location of the first peak in the RDF as the effective diame-
ter of the disks) are sufficiently big. Hence, the system re-
enters the homogeneous ordered phase (e.g., at the location of
κ = 12, Γ≥ 100, for M = 0.05 in Fig. 2(a)), due to fixed aver-

age density of the disks. Furthermore, for softer disks at large
Γ, due to relative long range nature of the interaction, MIPS
has not been observed (e.g., κ < 8, Γ & 100, M = 0.05). Sim-
ilar explanation works for low inertial disks. Hence, we get a
parabola shaped phase boundary between homogeneous and
the MIPS state for all the inertial parameter values that we
incorporate.

In this work, we demonstrate that relatively softer disks
phase separate due to motility in the inertia-less limit. With
increasing inertia, MIPS is observed for self-propelled disks
with much stiffer interaction. Moreover, stronger repulsion
at larger interaction strength increases the effective diame-
ter of the disks. Hence, the system re-enters the homoge-
neous ordered state at large interaction strength. Furthermore,
long range interaction helps to homogenize the system of self-
propelled disks. Hence, long range interactions diminishes
MIPS phase space.

It would be interesting to study the structural and dynamical
properties of the high and low density phases separately in the
soft interaction limit. Janus particles typically has size of σ ∼
1 µm, and move at a speed of v∼ 10 µmsec−1 in a background
like water at room temperature[33]. Hence, Reynolds num-
ber (Re = inertia forces/viscous forces)[34] becomes Re ∼
10−3, which is an overdamped limit. Re of the system can
be increased few orders of magnitude either by decreasing
the background density, e.g., micron sized particles in acti-
vated complex plasma move at high speed in the low density
background[33, 35, 36], or by increasing the propulsion speed
of the motile particles by several mechanisms[37, 38]. Con-
sequently, inertial self-propelled system can be realized. We
believe that the present work should be able to bring atten-
tion to the novel active matter category of activated complex
plasma that could find numerous applications of active mate-
rials in the less explored plasma environment. Furthermore,
biological materials, e.g., cells, tissues, etc., are much softer
in nature compared to artificial self-propelled Janus particles.
Our work should help further in understanding the properties
of biological active matter.

One of the authors (S. D. K.) would like to thank Devshree
Mandal for her help in generating the diagram in Fig. 5. Nu-
merical simulations for this work has been performed on GPU
nodes of the ANTYA cluster at Institute for Plasma Research,
India.
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